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Prog/Indie/Emo 5 MP3 Songs ROCK: Emo, ROCK: Progressive Rock Details: Scribbled Julian

Witt----------Guitar, Vocals Matt Hobbs---------Bass, Vocals Aaron Warmoth------Drums Scribbled officially

started writing music as a band in early 2004. "We knew right away that there was a perfect chemistry

and ability to write unheard music together." And apparently other people can sense the chemistry as

well... Scribbled rapidly started gaining fans in Massive quantities in their home town of Prescott Arizona

upon only playing a few select shows and releasing their songs onto the internet in forms of outlets such

as: myspace.com, and purevolume.com. They have a big sound for only being a 3 peice and alot more

complicated but wonderful melodies than you would expect from a band with only 3 instruments- Keaton

E. (early september promotions) The first EP was recorded in December 2004 at Allusion Studios in

Tucson, AZ and was Produced by Jim Pavett. And would not find its way into being printed and sold on

the market until June 2005. They are a fairly young new band, the average age of band members only

being 17. Look for Scribbled at a venue or backyard near you, because as everyband knows you have to

get your name out there, which is why they will be undergoing their first tour in summer 2005 summer tour

along the West Coast with certain dates including more well known acts such as Greeley Estates,

Mourning Maxwell, and Copeland. "Be on the look out for this band in the time ahead.. people are seeing

very big things for them" -anonymous critic The 3 band members, Julian Witt (guitar/vox), Matt Hobbs

(bass/vox), and Aaron Warmoth (drums, percussion) all genuinely share the 2 most important thing a

band can have... passion and talent. And although the band is just getting their feet off the ground, their

potential shows that they will only grow... the dedication and talent these 3 gentlemen share is proof

enough that they will evolve into a full-time touring band just as they plan... as soon as the 2 remaining

high school bound members... graduate. Location: Prescott, AZ Formed: 2004 Influences: Mae,

Thursday, Coheed And Cambria, Armor For Sleep Similarly Sounding Bands:	Mae, Thursday, Coheed

and Cambria, Armor For Sleep, Rufio, Senses Fail
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